
Searching for
diverse talent?

Find it here

Talent First



We offer an easy, cost-effective way to 
find talent. A fixed annual fee gives you:

Unlimited adverts 

Your logo on our home page  

A profile with bespoke content and links to 
your live vacancies  

Logo-branded adverts 

Promotion as an inclusive employer of choice

Give all your staff access to practical bite-sized 
resources around disability inclusion 

Increase competence and confidence in inclusion 
and accessibility

We know the fear of ‘getting it wrong’ 
can hold employers back…

Our Best Practice Portal will:



Helping talented
disabled candidates
and inclusive
employers to find
each other

Evenbreak is a specialist online job board, 
connecting forward thinking employers with 
disabled candidates. Driven by our own lived 
experience, we help you find what matters 
most - talent.

We’re the UK’s most accessible job board; no 
one is left behind!

Attract talented disabled candidates 

Position yourself as an inclusive employer of choice  

Embed disability inclusion into your organisation 

Retain the skills and talent you’ve found



5 reasons you’ll love us…

Valuable skills - resilience, creativity and problem 
solving to name a few! 

Increased innovation brings increased profits and 
a competitive edge

Increased retention saves you money 

Access to new markets - the £250 billion spent by 
disabled people and their families every year 

And did you know… disabled people have 
significantly reduced time off sick and workplace 
accidents than our non-disabled colleagues

Why employ disabled people?

We’re the only disability job board run by and for 
disabled people 

We broaden the talent pool you recruit from - 
reducing skills shortages  

We’re leaders in disability inclusion - advertising 
with us sends a powerful message to candidates 

We attract people with diverse skills and thinking 
styles - so you don’t have to 

We’ll help you retain the talent you’ve found with 
a portal packed full of guidance



Here’s what employers say…

“We have found Evenbreak to be a passionate and 
committed partner in helping us to find diverse and 
talented disabled candidates. It's delightful to work with 
an authentic team that puts its candidates at the heart of 
everything they do.”

Jo Franklin,
Head of Resourcing, Gowling WLG

“Evenbreak ensures that our vacancies are seen by 
disabled candidates with the skills we need.”

Louis Jameson,
Group Disability Programme, Lloyds Banking Group 

“Evenbreak ensures we promote our vacancies to 
individuals who are looking to work for a business which 
values the contribution each member makes to the 
long-term success of the business.”

Carole Donaldson, 
Manager Resourcing Strategy, John Lewis Partnership



Unlimited advertising on our job board, with 
unlimited access to our Best Practice Portal, 
costs just £11,000 +VAT per year* 

Contact Us:

info@evenbreak.co.uk
www.evenbreak.co.uk

0845 658 5717

Gain access to this
pool of talent now!

**10% discount for recruitment agencies, non-profits and members of Business Disability Forum.  
     Contact us for prices of single adverts or bundles.

@evenbreak

Jane Hatton
Founder/Director


